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Let k be a field of characteristic / 2 and k a separable closure of k.s
We say that an algebraic variety Xrk is stably k-rational if there exist two
m n m n w xaffine spaces A , A and a k-rational map A = X f A . Merkurjev 9k k
gave a criterion of stable k-rationality for the adjoint classical groups with
 .absolute rank F 3, which covers the case of the variety PSO q for any
quadratic form qrk of rank F 6. This criterion gives examples of field k
and quadratic form q of rank 6 with non-trivial signed discriminant such
 .that the variety PSO q is not stably k-rational. The main result of this
paper is the following:
THEOREM. There exist a field k of characteristic 0 with cohomological
dimension 3 and a quadratic form qrk with rank 8 and tri¨ ial signed
 .discriminant such that the ¨ariety PSO q is not stably k-rational.
This is the first example of the quadratic form with trivial signed
 .discriminant such that the variety PSO q is not stably k-rational and since
w x9 , the 8-dimension is minimal. This example is an adjoint group which is
w xan inner form of the split adjoint group of type D 22 and it is the first4
example of an adjoint semisimple group which is an inner form and which
is not a stably k-rational variety. In Section 3, we give another proof of the
 .theorem with cd k s 6 which is more elementary because we don't use
the Index Reduction Theory.
I thank J.-P. Tignol for answering my question about multiquadratic
 .extensions cf. Proposition 3 and the referee for pointing out a mistake in
the first version of the paper.
 w x. n  wNotations. We denote by G s Spec Z t, 1rt , A s Spec Z t ,m 1
x.t , . . . , t and for any scheme X, we denote by G s G = X2 n m , X m SpecZ.
n n  .and A s A = X the affine space of rank n on X n g N . LetX SpecZ.
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w xX 9 ª X be a finite locally free morphism of schemes. We can write 4 the
NX 9r X
1exact sequence of X-tori 1 ª R G ª R G ª G ª 1X 9r X m X 9r X m m , X
where R G is the restriction from X 9 to X of the X 9-torus G .X 9r X m m , X 9
Let X be a k-variety geometrically irreducible. We say that X is a
k-rational variety if there exist an affine space An and a k-birational mapk
X f An . We say that X is a stably rational k-variety if there exist twok
affine spaces Am, An and a k-birational map Am = X f An. One defines
 . =the norm group of X which is denoted N k as the subgroup of kX
 =.generated by the N L for any finite field extension Lrk such thatL r k
 .X L is not empty.
If Ark is a central simple algebra, there exists a division algebra Trk
; .  .and an integer r Wedderburn's theorem such that A ª M T and ther
 .integer r and T are well defined. Then we denote ind D sk
 .dim T g Z and deg A s dim A g Z. If Ark, Brk are two’ ’ .  .k k
central simple algebras, we say that A and B are similar and we denote
 .  .A ; B if there exist some integers m, n such that M A , M B . Ifm n
=  .a, b g k , we denote by a, b the standard quaternion algebra. Wek
assume that all quadratic forms will be regular. If qrk, q9rk are two
quadratic forms, we denote by q H q9 their orthogonal sum, by q m q9
 .  .their tensor product, and by rk q the rank of q. We denote by C q the
 .Clifford algebra of q and by C q the even Clifford algebra of q. We0
 .  .denote by W k the Witt ring of the field k, by I k the fundamental ideal
 . = =2generated by forms with even rank, and by disc : I k ª k rk the"
morphism of signed discriminant. We will identify often a quadratic form q
w x  .and its class q g W k . If q is a k-quadratic form and Erk a field
extension, we denote by q the quadratic form extended to E.E
 . =  :If a is a family of elements k , we denote by a , a , . . . , ai s1, . . . , n 1 2 n
2  ::the quadratic form  a X and by a , a , . . . , a the n-foldis1, . . . , n i i 1 2 n
 :  :  :  :Pfister form 1, a m 1, a m ??? m 1, a . We denote by H s 1, y11 2 n
the standard hyperbolic form of rank 2.
We recall that a central simple algebra Drk is a k-biquaternionic
 .  .algebra if Drk is isomorphic to an algebra a, b m c, d with a, b, c, d gk
= w x k 7 . We can associate to this isomorphism the Albert form a, b, yab,
:  :yc, yd, cd . Although this Albert form a, b, yab, yc, yd, cd is not
canonical, its similarity class is well defined and depends only on D. We
said that a quadratic form c is an Albert form for D if c is similar to
 :a, b, yab, yc, yd, cd . We recall that D is a division algebra iff the
 :form a, b, yab, yc, yd, cd is anisotropic, and that a k-form w with
rank 6 and a trivial signed discriminant is an Albert form for some central
 .simple algebra which is similar to C w .
 . If q is a quadratic form with even rank, we denote by SO q resp.
 .. PSO q the special orthogonal group of q resp. projective special orthog-
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.  .  . onal and by G q the group of similarity factors of q, i.e., G q s a g
= =’4  :.   . .k ¬ a q ( q . It is well known that G 1, ya s N k a . Ifk a .r k’
= =’ .   . .a g k , we will denote sometimes N a s N k a .k k a .’
 . w xWe denote by cd k the cohomological dimension of a field k 19 and
 .  4by u k the u-invariant of k, i.e., the supremum in N j ` of the
dimensions of anisotropic k-quadratic forms. If P ; k= is a subset of k=,
 : =we denote by Z P the subgroup of k generated by P.
1. PRELIMINARIES
w x1.1. Norm Groups and R-Equi¨ alence 9, 10
 .  .For any quadratic space q, V of even rank n, we denote by hyp q the
=  =.subgroup of k generated by the N L for any finite field extensionL r k
Lrk such that q is hyperbolic. This condition can be written in anotherL
way. Indeed, let X be the variety of totally isotropic subspaces of V withq
dimension nr2. It is known that X is a k-projective smooth varietyq
 .which has a k-rational point iff q s 0 g W k , i.e., q is an hyperbolic
 .  .form. Then we have hyp q s N k . This invariant is connected with theX q
 .study of R-equivalence on the group PSO q . Recall the definition of
R-equivalence.
Let Grk be a connected linear algebraic group. We recall that two
 .rational points g , g g G k are directly R-equivalent if there exists0 1
 .   ..  .  .g t g G k t such that g 0 s g and g 1 s 1 and that the R-equiv-0
alence is the equivalence relation generated by this elementary relation. It
w x  .is known 3 that the group G k rR is trivial if the variety of the group
Grk is stably k-rational. Merkurjev gave a formula which computes
 .  .G k rR for the adjoint classical groups. In the case of a group PSO q , we
have
; =2PSO q k rR ª G q rhyp q .k . .  .  .  .
 .  .Moreover, the invariant G k rR on suitable extensions of k allows us to
determine if an adjoint semisimple classical group with absolute rank F 3
 .is or is not a stably k-rational variety. More precisely, in the case of
 .PSO q with a quadratic form q of rank F 6. Merkurjev's criterion is the
following:
w x  .THEOREM 1 9 . Let qrk be a quadratic form with rank 2m m s 2 or 3
 . = =2and signed discriminant d g k rk .
 . =2  .a If d g k , the ¨ariety PSO q is k-rational and one has
 .  . =2G q rhyp q .k s 1.
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=2 ’ .  .  .b If d f k , we denote by L s k d and C q the e¨en Clifford0
algebra of q which is a central simple algebra o¨er L. One has the following
alternati¨ e:
 .   ..  .i If ind C q s 1 or 2, then the ¨ariety PSO q is stablyL 0
 .  . =2k-rational and G q rhyp q .k s 1.
 .   ..ii If Ind C q s 4, then there exists a field extension Erk suchL 0
 .  . =2  .that G q rhyp q .E / 1 and the ¨ariety PSO q is not stably k-ra-E E
tional.
 .  .Case ii can appear only if rk q s 6. The proof of the theorem uses in
 w x.a crucial way the Index Reduction theory cf. 11, 18, 21 .
  . .Remark 1. If k is a field car k / 2 with cohomological dimension 1,
 .it is well known that any group PSO q is a quasi-split group and a
 .k-rational variety. For illustrating case ii of the theorem, it is necessary to
 .  .assume cd k G 2. We will show that cd k s 2 is sufficient.
w x  .The construction by Merkurjev 12 for any integer n n G 2 of a field
 .with u-invariants cf. Notations equal to 2n from a division algebra Drk
is functorial in k. More precisely, if Drk is isomorphic to Q m Q ??? m1 k 2 k
Q where the Q 's are quaternion algebras, one associates a fieldny1 i
 .  . ny1F k, D with cohomological dimension 2 satisfying ind D s 2F k , D .
  ..and u F k, D s 2n. Moreover, if k9rk is a field extension satisfying
 .  .  .  .ind D s ind D , one has a natural embedding F k, D ¨ F k9, D .k 9 k k 9
Let us apply this remark. We fix a field k of characteristic zero, Drk
a division algebra which is a tensor product of 2 quaternion algebras,
’ .  .and a proper quadratic field extension k9 s k d satisfying ind D sk
 .  .ind D s 4. For example, we can take k s Q X , X , . . . , X , Q sk 9 1 2 2 ny1 i
 .  .X , X for i s 1, . . . , n y 1 and k9 s k X . Then we denote’2 i 2 iq1 k 1
 .  .F s F k, D and F9 s F k9, D . One has a natural embedding F ¨ F9k 9 ’ .  .  .and since ind D s 4, one has ind D s 4. Denote L s F d . Let’F 9 F  d .
us fix an Albert form c for D which represents y1 and let us define the
 :k-form q with rank 6 and signed discriminant d by 1, yd H c s q H H.
 .  .Then C q ; D , cd F s 2, and q is an example of the quadratic form0 L L F
 .  .of case ii such that the variety PSO q is not stably F-rational.
1.2. Norm Group of a Family of Quadratic Forms
 .For any family of quadratic forms q with even rank, we denotei is1, . . . , m
 . =  =.by hyp q , q , . . . , q the subgroup of k generated by the N L1 2 m L r k
 .such that the forms q are hyperbolic i s 1, . . . , m . Let X be thei, L i
 .variety of totally isotropic subspaces of q with dimension dim q r2. Theni i
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by definition, we have
hyp q , q , . . . , q s N k ; k=. .  .1 2 m X =X ??? =X1 2 m
 .LEMMA 1. Let q rk be a family of quadratic forms with e¨eni is1, . . . , m
rank and qrk a quadratic form with e¨en rank.
 .  .  .a G q H H s G q .
 .  .  .a9 hyp q , q , . . . , q , q H H s hyp q , q , . . . , q , q .1 2 m 1 2 m
 .  .  .b hyp q , q , . . . , q ; F hyp q .1 2 m is1, . . . , m i
 .c If Lrk is a finite field extension, one has
N hyp q , q , . . . , q ; hyp q , q , . . . , q . .  . .L r k 1, L 2, L m , L 1 2 m
 .d Let Lrk be a finite splitting field extension for the forms
 .q . Theni is1, . . . , m
N hyp q ; hyp q , q , . . . , q , q . .  . .L r k L 1 2 m
 .  w x.  .  . = =2e respecti¨ ely 5, 9 . Denote d s disc q g k rk . Then"
 :  :G q s G 1, yd l G q H 1, yd .  .  .
and
hyp q , q , . . . , q , q .1 2 m
 :s hyp q , q , . . . , q , 1, yd , q H 1, yd . .1 2 m
s N hyp q , q , . . . , q , q . . .. . . . .’ ’ ’ ’ ’k d rk 1, k d 2, k d m , k d k d
Ä .  .f Let G be a subgroup of the profinite Galois group Gal k rk andsÄGÄk s k . Thens
hyp q , q , . . . , q s hyp q , q , . . . , q , . .Ä Ä Ä D1, k 2, k m , k 1, k 9 2, k 9 m , k 9
Äk9;k
Äwhere the union is taken on the extensions k9 ; k of finite degree o¨er k.
Remark 2. The main result of this paper is based on examples of
 .  .quadratic forms for which the inclusion b is strict. For e , Merkurjev's
  ..  .Theorem 1 shows that the inclusion N G q ; G q is strict’ ’k d .r k k d .
in general. For a quadratic form with rank 6 and signed discriminant d,
=2 =2 .  .  .   ..one has indeed G q rhyp q .k s G q rN hyp q .k s’ ’k d .r k k d .
=2 .   ..G q rN G q .k and this group is not trivial in general.’ ’k d .r k k d .
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 .Proof. The assertion a is a straightforward result of Witt's theorem.
 .  .  .The assertions b , c , and d are direct consequences of the definition
and of the functoriality of norm maps for a tower of field extensions. Let
 . = =2us show the assertion e . It is clear that we can assume d g k _ k .
 :.   :.  .First, the inclusion G 1, yd l G q H 1, yd ; G q is obvious.
 .  :  .Conversely, if a g G q , one has 1, ya mq s 0 g W k and since q s
 : 2 .  :  : 3 .1, yd mod I k , one has 1, ya m 1, yd s 0 mod I k and it is
w x  :  :  .known 17, p. 88, Theorem 14.3 that 1, ya m 1, yd s 0 g W k .
 :   :.  .  :. Hence 1, ya m q H 1, yd s 0 g W k and a g G 1, yd l G q
 :.H 1, yd .
 .The second formula of e is simpler and results from the following fact:
any field extension Lrk such that q is hyperbolic satisfies d g L=2 andL ’ .then contains a subfield isomorphic to k d .
 .f This identity is formal. There exists a variety Xrk such that
Ä .  .  .hyp q , q , . . . , q s N k and it is not difficult to show that N k1, k 2, k m , k X Y
 .s D N k9 for any variety Yrk. Then one has the formula.Äk 9; k Y
w xLet us give an application of Scharlau's transfer map 17, Sect. 5 which
will be useful for showing Proposition 1.
 .LEMMA 2. Let q, q9 be k-quadratic forms and k9 s k x rk a finite field
w x  :  .extension with degree k9 : k . Assume that q s 1, x m q9 g W k9 .
 . w x   .:a If k9 : k is e¨en, then one has 1, yN x m q sk 9r k
  .:  .  .  .  .1, yN x m q9 s 0 g W k , i.e., N K x g G q l G q9 .k 9r k k 9r k
 . w x   .:  .b If k9 : k is odd, then one has q s 1, N x m q9 g W k .k 9r k
w xProof. Denote r s k9 : k . In the two cases, we apply Scharlau's trans-
  ..  .  .fer s# : W k x ª W k associated with the linear form s : k x ª k
 .  .  2 .  ry1.defined by s 1 s 1, s x s s x s ??? s s x s 0. One has a projec-
 .  .  .  .tion formula s# w m c s w m s# c for any w g W k , c g W k9k 9
 :.  :.which reduces the calculation to s# 1 and s# x .
 .  :.   .:  :.a If r is even, one has s# 1 s 1, yN x and s# x s 0.k 9r k
  .:   .:Applying s# to q, one has 1, yN x m q s 1, yN x m q9 gk 9r k k 9r k
 .  :  :  .W k . Moreover, since x m q s 1, x m q9 g W k9 , it follows
  .:  .   .:  .1, N x m q9 s 0 g W k and 1, yN x m q s 0 g W k .k 9, k k 9r k
 .  :.  :  :.   .:b If r is odd, one has s# 1 s 1 and s# x s N x .k 9r k
  .:  .Applying s# to q, we obtain q s 1, N x m q9 g W k .k 9, k
 w x.1.3. Milnor's Residue Maps cf. 17, p. 207
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 ..We denote by K s k t the field of formal series with valuation ring
ww xxO s k t . Recall that there exists an exact sequence of groups
­i t
0 ª W k ª W K ª W k ª 0. .  .  .
The map i is the restriction of k to K and let us describe the map ­ . At
 :K-quadratic form q can be diagonalized in u , . . . , u , t¨ , . . . , t¨ where1 m 1 n
= = = .  :  .u , ¨ g O . Then ­ q s ¨ , . . . , ¨ where ¨ g k s Ort . Let usi j t 1 n i
give an application for similarity factors.
LEMMA 3. Let g be a k-quadratic form.
 .  .  . =2a If g is not hyperbolic, then G g s G g .K .K
 .  :: .  :  . =2b One has G t m g s Z t .G g .K .
 .  . =2  .Proof. a The inclusion G g .K ; G g is obvious. Conversely, letK
 . d 2 = =x be in G g . Then x s t a a with a g K , a g k , and d s 0 or 1. IfK
 : .  :  .d s 1, one has 0 s ­ 1, yx m g s y a m g g W k then g is hy-
 . =  :perbolic and d s 0. Hence a g G g l k . It follows 0 s 1, ya mK
.  : .  :  .  .g s i 1, ya m g . Hence 0 s 1, ya m g g W k , a g G g , andK
 . =2x g G g .K .
 .b If the form g is hyperbolic, then the assertion is obvious. We can
 :  . =2  .assume that g is not hyperbolic. The inclusion Z t .G g .K ; G w isK
 . ¨  x . 2 =obvious. Conversely, let x be in G w . Then x s t a a with a g OK
 . =  .  .and a g G w l k . Applying the residue map ­ : W K ª W k , itK
 : .  :  : .  :yields 0 s ­ 1, ya m w s ­ 1, ya m 1, t m g s 1, ya m g
=2 .  .  :  .g W k . Hence a g G g and x g Z t .G g .K .
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
The main result is a direct consequence of the following proposition and
Merkurjev's Theorem 1.
 .PROPOSITION 1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Let q bei is1, . . . , m
a family of k-quadratic forms, a g k=_ k=2 and crk a quadratic form
satisfying the following condition
 . =  ::C For any b g k , the form y a, b H c is not hyperbolic.
 ..We denote by K s k t the field of formal series power with valuation
ww xxring O s k t and
 ::q s y a, t H c .
Then
 : =2G q s G 1, ya l G c .K .  .  . .K
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and
=2  : =2hyp q q .K s hyp q , 1, ya , c .K . .  . . .i , K K iis1, . . . , m ,
 .Proof. First, we observe that the condition C implies that the form c
is not hyperbolic.
  :.  .. =21st Step. The first equality. The inclusion G 1, ya l G c .K
 .  . d 2; G q is obvious. Conversely, let x g G q . Then x s t b b withk K
b g K=, d s 0 or 1, and b g k=. If d s 1, applying the residue map
 .  .  : .  ::­ : W K ª W k , one has 0 s ­ 1, ybt m q s ­ y bt, t, ya
 : .  ::  : .  ::H 1, ybt m c s ­ y b, t, ya H 1, ybt m c s y b, ya
 :  .  ::. H y b m c g W k . Since yb g G y b, ya , it yields y
::  .  .b, ya H c s 0 g W k , which is a contradiction for the hypothesis C .
 . =It follows that d s 0 and b g G q l k . Applying again the map ­ ,K t
 :.  ::  :one can see easily that b g G 1, ya and since q s t m 1, ya H
 :.  .   :.  .. =2c , one has b g G 1, ya l G c and x g G 1, ya l G c .K .
2nd Step. Reduction to the case where the base field k has no proper
odd extension. For the second equality, we will show that we can assume
that the base field k has no proper odd extension. First, let us check that
 .the condition C stays when we extend the scalars with an odd field
extension. If k9rk is a finite odd extension and if there exists b9 g
=  ::  . w  .xk9 such that y a, b9 H c s 0 g W k9 , since k9 : k b9 is odd,
w x  ::Springer's theorem for odd extensions 17, p. 62 yields y a, b9 H c s
  ..   .::0 g W k b9 and Lemma 2 implies y a, N b9 H c s 0 gkb9.r k
 .  .W k , which is a contradiction for the hypothesis C .
Ä  .Let G ; Gal k rk be a 2-Sylow subgroup of the profinite Galois groups
ÄGÄ Ä Ä .Gal k rk , k s k , and K s K m k and let us assume thats s k
Äm2 Ä=2 :hyp q , q .K s hyp q , 1, ya , c .K . .  . Ä .  .Ä Ä Ä Äki , K K i , k k
 .Due to Lemma 1 f , one has
Ä=2 :hyp q , 1, ya , c .K . Ä .Ä Äki , k k
=2 :s hyp q , 1, ya , c . K m k9 , .  . .D k 9i , k 9 k 9 k
Äk9;k
Äwhere the reunion is taken on the subextensions k9 ; k finite over k.
Now, we can show the equality
=2  : =2hyp q , q .K s hyp q , 1, ya , c .K , .  . . .i , K K iis1, . . . , m
where the inclusion > is obvious. For the inverse inclusion, let x be in
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 . . =2hyp q , q .K . Since the inclusioni, K is1, . . . , m K
=2 Ä=2hyp q , q .K ; hyp q , q .K , .  . . . Ä Äi , K K i , K Kis1, . . . , m
there exists a finite odd extension k9rk such that
=2 :x g hyp q , 1, ya , c . K m k9 . .  . .k 9i , k 9 k 9 k
= w xHensel's lemma allows us to assume that x g k . If k9 : k s 2 p q 1, one
 . 2 p  .  .has N x s x. x and Lemma 1 c yields x g Hyp q ,k 9r k i
 : . =21, ya , c .K .
3rd Step. The Second Equality. We can assume that the field k has
no proper odd extensions. The inclusion
 : =2 =2hyp q , 1, ya , c .K ; hyp q , q .K .  . .  .i i , K Kis1, . . . , m
is obvious. For the inverse inclusion, we have to show for any finite
 =.  .extension LrK splitting q and the q 's that N L ; hyp q ,i L r K i
 : . =21, ya , c .K . Let LrK be such a finite extension with valuation ring
O , residue field k9, ramification index e, and residual index f. Let usL
denote by K 9rK the maximal non-ramified extension of K with valuation
ring O9. Since k has characteristic zero, the field K 9 is k-isomorphic to
 ..  ..k9 t . Therefore we can assume that K 9 s k9 t .
L
¬ e
K 9
¬ f
K
We recall that there exists an uniformizing parameter p of LrK such that
p e ty1 g k9. If p is an uniformizing parameter of L, then p e ty1 has
valuation 1 and since OX=rOX=e , k9=rk9=e, there exists a g OX= such
 .e y1that ap g g k9. Therefore we can take an uniforming parameter p of
L such that p e s ut with u g k9. With Hensel's lemma, we can compute
 =.  = =.easily the norm group N L up to U s Ker O ª k , which isL r K 1
sufficient because one has U ; K=2.1
eeq1= f = .LEMMA 4. N L s Z N y1 u t , N k9 mod .  . ; .  .L r K k 9r k k 9r k
U .1
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In order to use the hypothesis q hyperbolic, we write the functorialityL
of Milnor's residue maps for the extensions K ; K 9 ; L.
­i t6 6 6 6 .  .  .0 W k W K W k 0
6 6 6
k9 K 9 k 9Res Res Resk K k
i ­1 t6 6 6 6 .  .  .  .0 W k9 W K9 W k9 0 )
6 6
L rRes K 9
­j p6 6 6 6 .  .  .0 W k9 W L W k9 0,
where r s 0 if e is even and r s id if e is odd. Since LrK splits theW k 9.
q 's, the diagram shows that the q 's are hyperbolic forms.i i, k
 .  =.i 1st Case. e Is E¨en. Lemma 4 shows that N L ;L r K
  . f : =2Z N yu t .K . It is sufficient to show that f is even and thatk 9r k
 .   : . =2  ::N yu g hyp q , 1, ya , c .k . One has q s t, ya H c sk 9r k i L
 e ::  ::  :: .up , ya H c s u, ya H c s j u, ya H c . Then q sk 9 k 9 L
 :: .  .j u, ya H c and since q s 0 g W L , it followsk 9 k 9 L
 ::0 s u , ya H c g W k9 . )) .  .k 9 k 9
 . w x sThe hypothesis C implies that f s k9 : k s 2 ) 1 and f is even. It
 .  .  : . =2 w  .xremains to show that N yu g hyp q , 1, ya , c .k . If k9 : k uk 9r k i
r  . =2s 2 ) 1, one has N yu g k and there is nothing to do. We cank 9r k
 .  2 .  .assume that k9 s k u . Let us denote k s k u ; k9 s k u which is a1 1
quadratic extension and let us consider the following diagram of quadratic
extensions:
’k9 a .
k9 s k u .1 ’k a .1
k1
 .Lemma 2 applied to the extension k9rk s k u rk and the identity1 1 1
 :  :  :  .1, u m 1, ya s y 1 m c )) yieldsk 9 k 9
 :N u g G 1, a l G c . .  .  .kk 9r k k11 1
=’ .  .   . .Then N u s N yu g N k a . On the other hand,k 9r k k 9r k k  a .r k 1’1 1 1 1
’ .  .since k u s k9 and k a are two quadratic extensions of k , it is1 1 1
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 w x.known Lemma 1.4 of 7 that
= == =2’ ’N k9 l N k a s N k9 a .k . .  .  .. . /  /k 9r k k  a rk 1 k 9 a rk 1’ ’1 1 1 1
’ .  :  :The extension k9 a splits the forms 1, ya , c s y 1, yuk 9
 :  .1, ya and the q 's. Therefore one has N yu gk 9 i k 9r k 1
 .  : . =2  .hyp q , k , 1, ya , c .k . Applying Lemma 1 c to the extensionki 1 k 11 1
 .   ..  .k rk , it follows that N u s N N yu g hyp q ,1 k 9r k k r k k 9r k i1 1
 : . =21, ya , c .k . We showed this case.
 .ii 2nd Case. e Is Odd. With the diagram of Milnor's residue maps, we
 :  .see that the form 1, ya s ­ q is hyperbolic. Moreover, 0 s q sk 9 p L L
 : .j 1, ya H c . Then the form c is hyperbolic. Since c is notk 9 k 9 k 9
w xhyperbolic, according to Springer's theorem for odd extensions 17, p. 62 ,
w x  =.the integer f s k9 : k is even. Hence, one has N L ;L r K
 =. =2  :N k9 .K . The forms q , c and 1, ya are hyperbolic andk 9k 9r k i, k 9 k 9
 =.  .  :.  =.then it yields N k9 ; hyp q , c , 1, ya and N L ;k 9r k i L r K
=2 .  : ..hyp q , 1, ya , c .K .i
THEOREM 2. Let a g k=_ k=2 and Drk be a biquaternion algebra and let
crk be an Albert form associated with D which represents y1. Denote
 ..K s k t . Let us define the k-form q and the K-form q by0
 :1, ya H c s q H H0
and
 ::y a, t H c s q H H.
 .  .  .  .  .One has rk q s 6, disc q s a , rk q s 8, and disc q s 1.k 0 " 0 K 0 "
 .  .a If ind D / 1, there exists a natural isomorphismk a .’
;
=2 =2G q rhyp q .k ª G q rhyp q .K . .  .  .  .0 0 K K
 .  .b If ind D s 4, there exists a field extension Erk such thatk a .’
 .  .  .=2  .G q rhyp q . K m E / 1 and such that the ¨ariety PSO q isKm E Km E kk k
not stably K-rational.
 .  :Proof. Due to Lemma 1 a , we can do the proof with q s 1, ya H c0
 ::and q s y a, t H c .
 .a We will apply the preceding proposition to the form q and we
 . =  ::have to check hypothesis C . Let b g k be such that y a, b H c s
 .0 g W k . Then the form c is hyperbolic and the algebra D isk a . k a .’ ’
 .split, which is a contradiction for the hypothesis ind D ) 1. Thek a .’
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 .hypothesis C is checked and the proposition yields
 : =2G q s G 1, ya l G c .K .  .  . .K
and
=2  : =2hyp q .K s hyp 1, ya , c .K . .  .K
 .  .  :.  .Due to Lemma 1 e , one has G q s G 1, ya l G c and0
=2 =2 .   ..hyp q .k s N hyp c .k . Then we have an isomorphism0 k a .r k k a .’ ’
;=2 =2G q rhyp q .k ª G q rhyp q .K . .  .  .  .0 0 K K
 .  .b Since ind D s 4, Theorem 1 shows the existence of a fieldk a .’
=2  .  .extension Erk such that a f E , ind D s 4, and G q rE a . 0, E’
 . =2  .  .  .=2hyp q .E / 1. Hence G q rhyp q . K m E / 1 and the0, E KmE Km E kk k
 .variety PSO q is not stably K-rational.K
Remark 1 yields a field k with cohomological dimension 2, a quadratic
’ .field extension L s k a , and an Albert form c which represents
  . .y1 and satisfies ind C c s 4. We showed the result claimed in the0 L
Introduction.
THEOREM 3. There exist a field k of characteristic 0, with cohomological
dimension 3 and a quadratic form q with rank 8 and signed discriminant 1
 .such that the ¨ariety PSO q rk is not stably k-rational.
Due to Theorem 1, the dimension 8 is minimal for such an example with
trivial signed discriminant. On the other hand, we don't know if there
 .exists such an example with cd k s 2. The method used here brings
 .nothing if cd k s 2. In this case, due to the Merkurjev]Suslin theorem,
;2 .  .the Galois symbol yields an isomorphism I k9 ª Br k9 for any finite2
 w x.extension k9rk cf. 1 . For any quadratic form q with trivial signed
 . =   .=. =2discriminant and Clifford algebra C q rk, one has k s Nrd C q .k
 . =2  .  .  . =2s hyp q .k s G q and the invariant G q rhyp q .k is trivial on k.k k
We have to underline that we used the Index Reduction Theory through
w x.9 for giving proof of our result. We shall see that with cohomological
dimension 6 instead 3, we can show the same result without the Index
Reduction Theory and thus we can produce explicit elementary examples
of non-rational adjoint groups built from an iteration of Proposition 1 with
a field of iterated formal power series. This method contains some analo-
w xgies with Platonov's counterexample 15 to the Kneser]Tits conjecture,
showing the existence of simply connected semisimple groups defined over
a field k, which are not k-rational varieties.
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3. SUMS OF QUATERNIONIC FORMS
First, we introduce an invariant related to the multiquadratic extensions.
 .This invariant will be used for computing some group PSO q rR.
 . =DEFINITION 1. Let A s a be a family of elements of k .i is1, . . . , m
w x  2 .Denote k s k t r t y a for i s 1, . . . , m and M s k .m k m ??? mi i 1 2 k k
k . One defines the groupm
L Ark s N a rN M= .k=2 . .  .  .F k i Mr k /
is1, . . . , m
 . =PROPOSITION 2. Let A s a be a family of elements of k andi is1, . . . , m
Mrk as in the definition. The following assertions hold.
 .  :. . =2  =. =2a hyp 1, ya .k s N M .k .i is1, . . . , m Mr k
 .b Let T be the k-torus defined by the equations
N y s N y s ??? s N y / 0. .  .  .k r k 1 k r k 2 k r k m1 2 m
;
 .  .Then, we ha¨e a natural isomorphism T k rR ª L Ark .
 .Proof. We denote by G s Gal Mrk the Galois group of k .k ???1 2
 .k rk and by G ; G the subgroup which fixes a i s 1, . . . , m . One’m i i
can assume that a f k=2 for i s 1, . . . , m and let us denote by s thei i
 .generator of GrG s Gal k rk . One has an injective morphism j : T ;i i
 R G and a morphism q s N ( j : T ª G whose kernelis1, . . . , m k r k m k r k mi 1
is denoted by T 9 s  R1 G . We define a surjective morphismis1, . . . , m k r k mi
of k-tori
p: R G = G = R1 G ª T ; R G , Mr k m m k r k m k r k mi i
is1, . . . , m is1, . . . , m
where
p y , x , y , . . . , y s N y . x . y rs y for i s 1, . . . , m. .  .  .1 m Mr k i i ii i
Let us denote by E s R G = G =  R G , by S sMr k m m is1, . . . , m k r k miÃ0 .Ker p the torus kernel of p, and by S the Galois module of cocharacters
Ã0  .of S, i.e., S s Hom G , S . The following lemma is easy to show.g r m
1 Ã0 .LEMMA 5. H H, S s 0 for any subgroup H ; G.
In other words, the morphism p defines an exact sequence of k-tori
p
1 ª S ª E ª T ª 1,
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 w x.which is a flasque resolution of the torus T cf. 3 and then the boundary
 . 1 .  . 1 .map ­ : T k ª H k, S induces an isomorphism T k rR , H k, S .
1 . w x  .   ..Since H k, E s 1 20, chap. X , one has an isomorphism T k rp E k
1 ., H k, S . We consider the following commutative exact diagram
 .T9 k
6
p 6 6 6 .  .  .E k T k T k rR 1.
6 6
q( p q
= =k s k .
Since the torus T 9 s  R1 G is a rational variety, the mapis1, . . . , m k r k mi
 .  .T k ª T k rR factorizes by p and then one has an isomorphism
 .  .   ..   ..   ..  .T k rR s T k rp E k , q T k rq( p E k s L Ark .
w x  .Remark 3. Following 8 , if k is a number field, the invariant L Ark
is always trivial, and Colliot-Thelene and Sansuc showed that the groupÂ Á
 .T k rR is finite for any torus defined over a field of finite type over the
w xprime field 3 . Therefore, if the field k is of finite type over the prime
 .field, the group L Ark is finite.
 . w xWe know that n s 2 yields L Ark s 1 7, Lemma 1.4 . We can show
 .this with the proposition b . The torus T is indeed an open subset
of a quadric having a rational point which is a rational variety, hence
 .  .1 s T k rR s L Ark .
For n s 3, we can deduce the non-triviality of the invariant L of
w xProposition 2.4 of 8 . More precisely, one has the following nice result of
Tignol which connects the invariant N of a triquadratic extensions and L.1
 .  4 =PROPOSITION 3 Tignol, unpublished . Let A s a, b, c be a family k .
’ ’ ’ ’ .  .Denote M s k a , b , c and E s k c . Then there exists an isomor-
phism of groups
k=l N a .N b N a l N b l N c .  .  .  .  .;E E k k k
N a, b , c s ª . .1 = = = =2k l N a . k l N b N M .k .  .  . .  .E E Mr k
Proof. If the extension Erk is not proper, the two groups are trivial.
We can assume that Erk is a proper extension and we denote by h ª h
 .the action of Gal Erk on E. One defines the map between the two
= .  .quotients with the following map u . If f s N x .N y g k ,’E a .r E E b .r E’
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we define
2u f s N x s f N y .  .  .. .’E a rk E b rk’
g N a l N b l N c mod N M= .k=2 . .  .  .  .k k k Mr k
 .Let us show that the element u f is well defined. Indeed, if f s
 .  .N x9 N y9 , one has’E a .r E E b .r E’
y1 y1N xx9 s N yy9 .  .. .’E a rE E b rE’
g N a l N b s N M= .E=2 .  .  .E E Mr E
y1 = =2w x  .  .using again Lemma 1.4 of 7 . Hence N xx9 g N M .k .E a .r k Mr k’
 =  ..  =  ..On the other hand, if f g k l N a . k l N b , then we can assumeE E
= =2 .  .N x g k and hence N x g k . Denoting again the quo-E a .r E E a .r k’ ’
tient map by u , we define a morphism of groups
k=l N a .N b N a l N b l N c .  .  .  .  .E E k k k
u : ª .=2= = N MU = .kk l N a . k l N b  . .  . .  . Mr kE E
2 .  .Let us show the injectivity of u . If N x s g N z withE a .r k Mr k’
g g k=, z g M=, then
N N x s N gN z . .  . . ..Er k E a rE Er k Mr E’
y1w x  .  .Hence by 20, chap. X , N x s gN z hh with h g E. ThenE a .r E Mr k’
y2 .  .  ..N x s ghh h N z . One hasE a .r E Mr E’
y2 =2 =h N z g E .N M s N a l N b . .  .  .  .Mr E Mr E E E
=  .Then the preceding equality shows that ghh g k l N a . On the otherE
 .  .hand, since f s N x N y , one has’E a .r E E b .r E’
y2f s ghh . h N z N y . .  . . . /’Mr E E b rE
 .The second term is an element of N b but has to be also an element ofE
=  =  ..  =  ..k , then f g k l N a . k l N b .E E
 .Let us show the surjectivity of u for finishing the proof. If t g N a lk
 .  . =  .N b l N c , we can choose u g E such that t s N u . Since t gk k Er k
 . =  . =  .N a , one has u g k .N a ; in the same way, one has u g k .N bk E E
 .because t g N b . Thenk
y1u s gN x s hN y , .  .. .E a rE E a rE’ ’
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y1 = .  .  .  .and g h s N x .N y g k l N a N b has for image byE a .r E E a .r E E E’ ’
y2 =2 .  .u , N x s g N u s t mod k .E a .r k Er k’
 .Remark 4. We denote by Q the 2-adic completion of Q. If k g Q x2 2
  .. w x  .or Q x , it is shown in 16, Sect. 5.4 that N x q 4, x q 1, x / 1. Then1
 4   ..for A s x q 4, x q 1, x , the group L ArQ x is not trivial. Let us give2
  .. w xan explicit element of L ArQ x . Due to Theorem 5.1 of 16 , we know2
 .that the class of 2 in N x q 4, x q 1, x is not trivial. If u denotes the1
 .   ..isomorphism N x q 4, x q 1, x , L ArQ x given by the proposition,1 2
 .one computes easily u 2 s yx. Hence the class of yx is not trivial in
  ..L ArQ x . There exists an example of non-trivial invariant L with the2
 . w xbase field C t , t which has cohomological dimension 2 16 .1 2
THEOREM 4. Assume that the base field k has characteristic 0. Let m be
 . = =2an integer, m G 2, and A s a a family of elements in k _ ki is1, . . . , m
=2  .such that a ra f k for i s 2, . . . , m. Denote k s k a for i s’i iy1 i i
 .1, . . . , m and M s k .k ??? k . Let c be a family of elements1 2 m i is1, . . . , m
=  .of k and X a family of indeterminates on k. Denote F s k,i is1, . . . , m 0
 .. ..  ..  .F s k X X ??? X i s 1, . . . , m , F s F , andi 1 2 i m
 :  ::  :  ::F s c m y a , X H c m y a , X ???1 1 1 2 2 2
 :  ::H c m y a , X .m m m
Then one has
G F s N a .F=2 , hyp F .F=2 s N M= .F=2 , .  .  .  .FF k i F Mr k /
is1, . . . , m
and
;
=2L Ark ª G F rhyp F .F . .  .  .F F
In order to apply Proposition 1, we have to check the validity of
 .condition C .
LEMMA 6. Let m, F, . . . as in Theorem 4. Denote
my 1  :  ::  :  ::F s c m y a , X H c m y a , X H ???1 1 1 2 2 2
 :  ::H c m y a , X .my 1 my1 my1
Then for any b g F= , one hasmy 1
 ::  y1: my 1y a , b H c F / 0 g W F . .m m my1
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Proof of the Lemma. We denote by ¨ : F= ª Z the valuationX my1my 1
associated to the uniformizing parameter X . We apply the residue mapmy 1
 .  .  ::  y1: my 1­ : W F ª W F to a relation y a , b H c m FX my1 my2 m mmy 1
 . =  .  :s 0 g W F where b g F . If ¨ b is even, then c mmy 1 my1 X my1my 1
 :  . = =2 =21, ya s 0 g W F and a g k l F s k , which ismy 1 my2 my1 my2
 .wrong by hypothesis. Then ¨ b is odd and the map ­ yieldsX Xmy 1 my1
 :  :  :  :  .c m 1, ya H c m 1, ya s 0 g W F . Taking them m my1 my1 my2
signed discriminant, we have a ra g k=l F=2 s k=2 , which is wrongm my1 my2
by hypothesis. We showed the lemma.
With this lemma, we can apply Proposition 1. Let us show by induction
on m G 2 the equalities
 .  . =21 G F s N a .F and .FF k i /
is1, . . . , m
 .  . . =2  :  : =22 hyp q , F .F s hyp q , 1, ya , . . . , 1, ya .F . .j, F F j 1 m
 .for any finite family q of k-forms.j
m s 2. Due to Proposition 1 applied to the base field of F and2
 :: 1  :  ::forms a , X , c s F s c m y a , X and the uniformizing2 2 1 1 1
parameter X , one has2
 ::  : =2G F s G y a , X l G 1, ya .F . .  .  . .F FF 1 1 2 21 12
Applying Lemma 3 with the uniformizing parameter X , it produces1
 :  : =2G 1, ya s G 1, ya .F . . .F2 2 11
=  :. =2  :.Since k l G 1, ya .F s G 1, ya , one has2 1 2
 : =2 =2G F s G 1, ya .F s N a .F . . . . F FF i 2 k i 2 /  /2
is1, 2 is1, 2
For the other equality, Proposition 1 shows that
hyp q , F .F=2 . .j , F F 22 2
 :  ::  :  :: =2s hyp q , c m y a , X H c m y a , X .F . .Fj , F 1 1 1 2 2 2 222
 :  : =2s hyp q , 1, ya , 1, ya .F . .F Fj , F 1 2 21 11
 :  : =2s hyp q , 1, ya , 1, ya .F Lemma 3 . .  . .j 1 2 2
my 1  :  ::  :m G 3. Let us denote F s c m y a , X H c m1 1 1 2
 ::  :  ::y a , X H ??? H c m y a , X . Lemma 6 allows2 2 my1 my1 my1
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us to apply Proposition 1 with the uniformizing parameter X and it yieldsm
my 1  : =2G F s G F l G 1, ya .F . .  .F . /F F m mmy 1m my1
The induction hypothesis yields
my 1  : =2G F s G 1, ya .F .F .F i my1 /my 1
is1, . . . , my1
 .and with an iteration of Lemma 3 b , one has
 :  : =2G 1, ya s G 1, ya .F . . .Fm m my1my 1
=  :. =2  :.Since k l G 1, ya .F s G 1, ya , we havem my1 m
 :  : =2G F s G 1, ya l G 1, ya .F .  . . FF m i m /m
is1, . . . , my1
s N a .F=2 . .F k i m /
is1, . . . , m
 .For the equality 2 , Proposition 1 shows that
hyp q , F .F=2 . .j , F F mm m
my 1  : =2s hyp q , F , 1, ya .F . F .j , F F m mmy 1my1 my1
 :  :  : =2s hyp q , 1, ya , 1, ya , . . . , 1, ya .F . .j 1 2 m m
due to the induction hypothesis applied with m y 1 and the set of k-forms
 .  :.q , 1, ya . We showed by induction the two equalities. Taking q s 0j m j
 .in the equality 2 , we have
=2  :  : =2 = =2hyp F .F s hyp 1, ya , . . . , 1, ya .F s N M .F . . . .F m 1 m m Mr k mm
Since k=l F=2 s k=2 , it is easy to check that one has an isomorphism
;
=2L Ark ª G F rhyp F .F . .  .  .F F
Application. Let a , a , a be in k= such that a ra , a ra f k=2 and1 2 3 1 2 2 3
 .. ... ..  .let us denote F s k X X X and M s k a , a , a . Let’ ’ ’1 2 3 1 2 3
us apply Theorem 4 to the quadratic form
 ::  :  ::  :  ::F s y a , X H y 1 m y a , X H a m y a , X1 1 2 2 1 3 3
s q H H H H.
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The form q has rank 8 and signed discriminant 1, and with the notations
of the theorem above, one has
; ;=2 =2L Ark ª G F rhyp F .F ª G q rhyp q .F . .  .  .  .  .F F F F
 . .. .. ..Then, for the field F s Q x X X X , which has cohomo-2 1 2 3
 . .. .. ..logical dimension 6, or for the field F s Q x X X X , follow-1 2 3
ing Remark 4 and taking a s x q 4, a s x q 1, a s x, we have1 2 3
 .  . =2  .G q rhyp q .F / 1 and the variety PSO q rF is not F-stably ratio-F F
nal. More precisely, in this case we have
 ::  :  ::F s y x q 4 , X H y 1 m y x q 1 , X .  .1 2
 :  ::H x q 4 m y x , X3
s q H H H H,
 . =2and yx is a similarity factor of q such that yx f hyp q .F .F F
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